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1. (a) On her way from the school Fatma came across a non-motile creatures
glowing in decaying cow dungs. She collected them home to be used as a
relish. After consuming them, whole family was admitted to hospital due to
food poisoning. What is the organism in question? Apart from poisonous
what other four detrimental effects of their kingdom to human.

(b) It was HIV and Ebola, now it is Corona perturbing the whole world. Explain
two behaviours of virus that make it hard to cure and prevent the viral
diseases.

(c) Locust are disturbing the peace of famers in Kenya. Identify the class of these
organisms by giving three reasons. Organisms in this class have successful
life. Pinpoint four reasons for their success.

2. (a) Mama Juma observed his class I boy pissing yellowish, other day watery
(colourless). She thought there might be a ploblem with her son and decided
to take him to hospital. On her way to hospital, she met Hamis and told Him
the problem. Hamis replied to Mama Juma, “there is no problem to your son,
this is just normal. Yellowish urine means little water is excreted and watery
urine means more water is excreted. This is the mechanism of the body to
control amount of water and solute in the body fluid”. Using one word, what
is this control of water and solute in the body fluid? Describe how endocrine
system involved in this control.

(b) The environment might be hot or cold but the endotherms can control
internal body temperature, describe two behavioural mechanisms and three
physiological mechanisms of controlling internal body temperature.

3. (a) Annual plants such as bean and maize exhibit sigmoid growth pattern.
Explain why their growth curve is S-shaped.

(b) Briefly explain how you would identify a cell undergoing metaphase during
mitosis based on the appearance of its nucleus. (Diagrams are necessary).

4. (a) What are the two types of genetic material? Describe four differences
between two genetic materials.

(b) Explain the mechanism of DNA replication and how DNA replication is
significance.
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(c) Mrs. Mpenza has two haemophilic sons and two normal sons. What is her
genotype and that of her husband with respect to this gene. Explain your
answer.

5. (a) Summarize the Darwin-Wallace theory of natural selection based on three
observations and two deductions.

(b) Describe the two types of speciation. Give the causes of each type of
speciation.

6. (a) Explain what is meant by the term ecosystem?

(b) With reference to examples from named ecosystem, explain what do you
understand by each of the following:

(i) Ecological niche

(ii) Edaphic factors

(iii) Decomposers

(iv) Succession

(c) What is ecological pyramid? Describe the pyramid of numbers with relevant
examples.
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